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ning over the notes of their master, a certain amount of origin

alit.y. Lyt.t.elton's "Advice to Belinda," and. Johnson's cc
Lon.

don," exhibit the stamp of very different minds; and the

"Pursuits of Litet.ure"is quite another sort of poem from the

"Triumphs of Temper;" but they all alike belong to the

school of Pope, and bear the impress of the "Moral Essays,"

the "Satires," or the "Rape of the Lock." The poetical

.mind of England had taken an inveterate set; it had grown up

into artificial attitudes, like some superannuated posture-maker,

and had. lost the gait and air natural to it. Like the painter

in the fable, it drew its portraits less from the life than from

cherished models and familiar casts approved by the connois

seur; and exhibited nature, when it at all exhibited it, through

a dim haze of colored conventionalities. And this school,

grown rigid. and unfeeling' in its unproductive old age, it was

part of the mission of Cowper to supplant and destroy. He re

stored to English literature, the wholesome freshness of nature,

and sweetened and invigorated its exhausted atmosphere, by

letting in upon it the cool breeze and the bright sunshine. The

old park, with its noble trees and sequestered valleys, were to

him what the writings of Pope and of Pope's disciples were to

his contemporaries: he renewed poetry by doing what the first

poets had done.

It is not uninteresting to mark the plan on which nature

delights to operate in producing a renovation of this character

in the literature of a country. Cowpcr had two vigorous coad

jutors in the work of revolution; and all three, though essen

tially unlike in other respects, resembled one another in the

preliminary course through which they were prepared for their

proper employment. Circumstances had conspired to throw

them all outside the pale of the existing literature. Cowper,

at the ripe age of thirty-three, when breathing in London the
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